Nick translation of mammalian DNA.
The labelling of mouse DNA by nick translation with DNA polymerase I has been investigated with respect to the time of incubation, requirement for DNAase I, size of the product, and uniformity of labelling, and the hybridisability and stability of the resultant labelled probes. Total mouse DNA and reannealed unique mouse DNA sequences can be labelled by nick translation in the presence of [3H]dCTP and [3H]TTP to a specific activity of 7 . 10(6)--20 . 10(6) cpm/microgram DNA. The hybridisation characteristics of nick-translated whole DNA with an excess of unlabelled mouse-embryo driver DNA indicates that no preferential labelling of repetitive or unique DNA sequence classes occurs. In addition, the proportion of unique DNA sequences labelled by nick translation which hybridises with polyadenylated nuclear RNA from Friend cells is the same as that of unique DNA sequences isolated from cells labelled with [3H]thymidine in vivo, indicating that few (if any) of the unique DNA sequences are unrepresented in the nick-translated probe. Probes which contain [3H]dTMP are unstable, and show a considerable reduction in hybridisability over a period of 6 months at --20 degrees C. The decrease is accompanied by an increase in the number of mismatched sites in duplexes containing the labelled probe (as shown by thermal stability measurements of hybrid molecules) and a decrease in the rate of hybridisation of the probe with total mouse DNA. In contrast, DNA which is labelled with [3H]dCMP alone is stable, and does not show any decrease in hybridisability on prolonged storage.